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Abstract 

In this study we present the analysis of the dust 

properties of a local storm imaged in the Atlantis 

Chaos region on Mars by the OMEGA imaging 

spectrometer on March 2nd 2005. We use the 

radiative transfer model MITRA to study the dust 

properties at solar wavelengths between 0.5  and 

2.5  and infer the connection between the local 

storm dynamics and the topography. We retrieve 

maps of effective grain radius (reff), optical depth at 
9.3 m ( 9.3) and top altitude (ta) of the dust layer. 

Moreover, we discuss about the region where the 

storm originated. Finally, we deduce that the 5 µm 

transmission window can be reliably used to sound 

the temperature of the surface only for 9.3 < 1. 

1. Introduction 

The study of suspended dust on Mars is fundamental 

climate [6]. Martian aerosols are mainly made up of 

micron-sized particles, probably produced by soil 

weathering [11], and are composed by nanophase 

ferric oxide particles [10].  

Different dust phenomena happen on Mars, including 

dust devils (localized), local dust storms (regional) 

and global dust storms (global-scale) [3]. In the solar 

spectral range, where solar light reflection prevails 

the thermal emission, a dust storm usually appears 
bright and can mask the underlying low-albedo 

terrains (e.g. [14]). 

The top altitude of local storms varies significantly, 

ranging from a few hundreds of meters to more than 

10-20 km above the surface [7]. 

In this work, we study a local dust storm observed on 

Atlantis Chaos region during Martian Year (MY27) 

by the OMEGA spectrometer [2] on board the Mars 

Express (MEx) spacecraft. Section 2 describes the 

analyzed observations. The method of the analysis is 

presented in Section 3. Finally, our results and 

conclusions are given in Section 4. 
 

2. Observations 

We analyze orbit 1441_5 registered by OMEGA in 

March 2005 (Ls = 168.619°). In the observation the 

storm is cut at west and is centered at longitude = 

176.5° W  and latitude = 33.5° S. In the solar part of 

bright cloud and is characterized by more than twice 

the signal of surrounding regions. Reflectance factor 

spectra taken on and off the storm show changes in 

the spectral shape between around 0 . 

This happens since the surface mafic absorption 

signature is absent on the storm but becomes 

important by moving from the storm center to its 

boundaries and to regions outside the storm itself. 

Hence, an independent knowledge of the spectral 

albedo of the surface underneath the cloud is required 

in order to analyze the storm properties with a 

radiative transfer (RT) model. 
In order to retrieve the surface albedo spectra 

(Section 3), we analyze OMEGA orbit 3262_5, since 

it is characterized by a low dust optical depth [9] and 

covers almost the same region where the storm is 

observed in orbit 1441_5.  

 

3. Method and Model 
 

In this study, we consider a part of the intersection 

between orbits 1441_5 and 3262_5, extending 

between longitudes 176.5° W and 177.5° W and 

latitudes 32.0° S and 35.7° S, covering regions both 

on and off the storm. 
To derive the surface albedo spectra of this region we 

apply the Surface Atmosphere Separation (SAS) 

method [5] to the pixels of orbit 3262_5.  

To retrieve the dust cloud effective radius (reff), top 

altitude (ta) and 9.3) we 

adopt the RT model and inversion algorithm 

described in [12] and [13]. 

The atmospheric temperature-pressure profiles and 

gases mixing ratios are derived from the Mars 

Climate Database (MCD, [8]).  
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To account for the dust composition, we adopt the 

optical constants by [14] and assumed a lognormal 

particles size distribution with 0.5 effective variance 

(MCD). 

 

4. Results and conclusions. 

We obtained spatial maps of the retrieved parameters, 

showing that larger particles (reff = 1.6  are 

gathered at the center of the storm, where 9.3 > 7 and 

the dust cloud extends to more than 18 km. On the 

other hand, outside the storm, the dust appears 

confined down to the surface with smaller particles 

(reff 9.3 < 0.2 (in agreement with the 
estimates from [9]). By analyzing the thermal inertia 

of the region [4] we deduce that the dust making the 

storm comes from a region at west/north-west of 

Atlantis Chaos, characterized by low thermal inertia 

values. Once lifted, the dust is then confined within 

the north-east ridge of Atlantis Chaos by the 

combination of the horizontal and vertical wind 

profiles (MCD), in agreement with the results from 

our retrieval. 

Finally, by comparing the retrieved dust optical 

depths with the data in the thermal range, we 

deduced that when 9.3 > 
window, usually adopted to sound surface 

temperatures (e.g. [1]), cannot be reliably used. A 

paper describing this study has been submitted to 

Icarus. 
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